HW Assignment #1

After our discussions about organizational structure, I want you to assess the organizational structure (by looking at your organization chart) from your commercial cruise organization or your internship. As part of your cruise/internship experience, you should’ve pulled an org chart from the company you were working for. If you don’t have one, see if you can research it online or if your previous employer would email you a copy for reference. As a last resort, you can research an organizational structure chart from a company you want to work for.

I want you to attach a copy of your organization structure chart to your answers about the following questions.

1.) In a paragraph or less, please explain your cruise/internship company or why you selected an org chart from a company you’d like to work for. (Hint: you could look at their mission, vision, and values on top of your experience).
2.) Does your org structure look like any we have discussed in class?
3.) Provide an analysis of what your company’s org structure falls under. It may be a blend, or hybrid structure.